
Technology beyond the VLE
Augmented Reality to enhance student 
experiential learning
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Thank you Amanda.Hello and welcome to this talk on technology beyond the VLE.  My name is Laura and today I would like to cover Augmented Reality in digital education with a focus on the benefits and challenges associated with embedding AR tasks into learning curriculums here at the University of Glasgow.Firstly I would like to introduce you to my colleague Neeraj Bhardwaj,  Neeraj is the Digital Education Manager here at the University of Glasgow, and his team work across the ODL programmes in the Wiley partnership.  He is going to give you a brief introduction to the Digital Education team and what they do here at the University and like myself talk about the importance of digital education.   



Who we are…

What is Digital Education?

Why is it important to create 
different and engaging 
learning resources?
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What is Augmented 
Reality?

“Augmented reality (AR) is an interactive
experience of a real-world environment 
where the objects that reside in the real-world 
are "augmented" by computer-generated 
perceptual information.” (Schueffel, P. 2017)

“In AR, the environment is real, but extended 
with information and imagery from the system. 
In other words, AR bridges the gap between 
the real and the virtual in a seamless way.” 
(Chang, Morreale, & Medicherla, 2010)

So why use AR?
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So what is Augmented Reality?Has anyone in the room used AR before?  Can anyone give me an example?So here I have placed 2 definitions that I feel sum up AR pretty well…The first…“Augmented reality (AR) is an interactive experience of a real-world environment where the objects that reside in the real-world are "augmented" by computer-generated perceptual information.” (Schueffel, P. 2017)And the second to tie it together…“In AR, the environment is real, but extended with information and imagery from the system. In other words, AR bridges the gap between the real and the virtual in a seamless way” (Chang, Morreale, & Medicherla, 2010)Why is this important?  Why should we use it?Rosenbaum, Klopfer and Perry (2006) state that “A new set of skills is required from students in an information-based economy, and traditional classroom practices often do poorly at teaching these skills. Students should be able to work with incomplete information, adapt to changing conditions, manage complexity, and fluidly create and share knowledge.”Now more than ever it is important that we develop independent, skilled and highly valued graduates.   Augmented Reality can “promote self-directed learning, self-motivation, problem-solving skills, and knowledge-application skills” (Liu et al., 2009) vital in today’s working environment.  In 2008, Klopfer demonstrated AR mobile games allowed learners to organise, search and evaluate data and information and therefore, enhance their skills in navigating primary and secondary data through these tasks (Hsin-Kai Wu et al. 2012).In addition, AR “facilitates an innovative and fascinating learning mode, which eliminates isolated feelings in learning” Cai S. (2018) enabling new forms of communication and interactivity regardless of location.So AR, in various ways, could grant students extra digital information about any subject, and make complex information easier to understand.  To summarize – AR is… a tool the bridges the gap between reality and the virtual world, it extends information and uses imagery to engage the end user.It is important as…. It provides space to practice, allows time for skills development, it can be exciting and fun, it provides mass information in minimal space and it meets the needs of the new generation who are use to living in a virtual space. 



AR at UofG

• Students on the Global Mental Health 
MSc Programme

• Task on the Global Ageing Population 
– Historically a reading task

• Using a tool called ZappAR

• So what did the students think? 
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What did we do? How did we pilot this?Approx. 5 ODL students and 27 On campus students on the MSc Global Mental Health Programme.Took a traditional reading task where students have to read journal articles and make notes on particular topics of relevance.Turned it into a hunt for information in key resources.Flow of the task was split into 7 areas – Defining a problem, familiarising key concepts, principles and practices, identifying priority areas, critically evaluating strategies/interventions and then Time to reflect.Students where guided through these phases and relevant resources and asked to complete an accompanying quiz to help them collect the relevant information.Augmented the task using a software application called ZappAR.So what did the students think?80% would take part in a task like this again and use the resources multiple times, specifically to support them with the development of assessment materials and understanding course ILOs70% of students found the flow of the task easy to navigateStudents felt that a task like this helped them to develop the following attributes  > Adaptability, Critical thought, Resourcefulness, Investigatory skill. Format was  -  accessible, helpful and relevantHowever we had a few teething problems (as to be expected)… things that created potential issues where… software problems, internet access,  device screen size and nerves – doing something new can be daunting.



What are the benefits?
• Portability
• Visually engaging
• Interactivity
• Variety of task
• Skills development 
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So what are the benefits of embedding a task like this into learning?Firstly I would like to recommend the following article as a starting point if you are seriously considering implementing AR tasks into your learning programmes Recommended reading >Akcayir and Akcayir “Advantages and Challenges associated with augmented reality for education: A systematic review of the literature.” Educational Research Review. 2017. 20. 1-11.https://reader.elsevier.com/reader/sd/pii/S1747938X16300616?token=A6437FD8163B0108D50B92866929DCD1F7AED72D49A61A9BD7CA0AFCD83F685D6F4E09807E6392C67FE77FD750565D5FI can send you a link to this article if you are interested in reading this.Why am I recommending it?  It gives a thorough overview of research in this field, it summarises the benefits and challenges of implementing AR (which I will also cover) and it gives recommendation for further readings in the field of AR and associated fields.  In addition it gives recommendation for making sure that AR is successfully implemented and how challenges can be over come.So from the our AR Pilot and research like the forementioned article…Some of the benefits includeThe portability of the application -   it can be carried anywhere and completed at any time with the use of a mobile deviceThe tasks are more visually engaging Interactivity – Students can play with informationVariety of the tasksSkills development -  Self directed learning, self motivation, problem solvingAbility to extract difficult content.AR can “promote self-directed learning, self-motivation, problem-solving skills, and knowledge-application skills.” (Liu et al., 2009)“AR technology has an ability to render objects that are hard to imagine and turn them into 3D models, thus making it easier to grasp the abstract and difficult content. This is especially good for visual learners and practically anyone to translate theoretical material into a real concept.”  (Thinkmobiles.com. 2018)Perception, critical thought, investigatory skills to name but a few.



What are the challenges?
• Technical issues – external 

software, internet connection etc.
• Device capability
• Screen size
• Getting to grips with using a new 

technology
• Cognitive overload (Dunleavy et al. 2009)

• Pedagogical issues (Dunleavy et al. 2009)
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So what are the challenges?Number one on the list..Technical issues, reliance on external software – downloads needed, internet connection, reloading of pages caused by GPS tracking issuesDevice capability – is the software on the phone compatible with the app?  Is there enough download space available to install required, battery life?Screen size – can text be read, will image scale to fit the screen, video content? Can it be adjusted to wide screen.  Getting to grips with new technology – as expected with any new activity, some level of user error until practiced.Cognitive overload – we experienced a degree of this in the Pilot.  The newness of the activity and the imagery can be overwhelming and lead to memory recall being impairedPedagogical issues – we must be mindful of the desired outcomes of the task and the over all aims of the task.  Otherwise we run the risk of developing a task that is fun and engaging but not fit for purpose.Development of content 100 % necessary, we can’t wing this.  To resolve aforementioned pedagogical issues of AR, researchers should attempt to develop holistic models and design principles (empirically proven) for AR environments.So content must be storyboarded, linked to aims and goals, relevant to the course or ILOS of programme.



What tools are available?

• ZappAR - https://www.zappar.com/

• BlippAR - https://www.blippar.com/

• LayAR - https://www.layar.com/

Recommended Reading >
https://www.capterra.com/augmented-
reality-software/
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ZappAR – Zapworks, simple to use even if you are not a designer or creative type, user interface is simple and engaging, lots of helpful video tutorials, good support from the Zappworks team. Cons – 3D doesn’t always work 100%, limited to creative form – must use Zapworks standard formats, end user issues – device capability – GPS issues. BlippAR – Blippbuilder easy to use, user friendly, best for short campaignsLayAR – Simple to use, Drag and drop items onto page and position. Pay as you go format.  Cons – limited buttons and animations.  Can crash on older smartphones. Cost of a license - £165 a yearStudents - £2 per student a year

https://www.zappar.com/
https://www.blippar.com/
https://www.layar.com/


#UofGWorldChangers
@UofGlasgow

Technology beyond the VLE
Thank you for listening!
Special Thanks to the Global Mental Health Team –
Dr Julie Langan-Martin, Dr Laura Sharp, Mr Dimitar 
Karadzhov and the Students who took part.
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